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FOREWORD

International Doctoral Student Conference on Archaeology (IDSCA) is a scientific conference series or-
ganized by the Archaeological Institute of the Department of Archaeology, Faculty of Humanities and 
Social Sciences, University of Zagreb from 2015. It is the result of an effort to follow the latest trends in 
considering the needs of doctoral students, which now place a strong emphasis on student mobility and 
the importance of sharing their work with the wider scientific community. The goal of the conference is 
to provide doctoral students an opportunity to share the results of their current individual research and 
to actively participate in discussions with other doctoral students, as well as professors and doctors of 
science. In this way, the conference promotes the exchange of ideas derived from various archaeological 
disciplines (Prehistoric, Classical, Roman Provincial, Early Christian, Medieval and Post-medieval Archa-
eology, Archaeometry and Methodology), and archaeology-related sciences (Ancient History, Classical 
Philology). 

It should be noted that such an international conference for doctoral students of archeology was or-
ganized for the first time not only in Croatia, but also in the wider region. The need to organize such a 
scientific conference was also evident in the number of participants. A total of 65 doctoral students from 
11 European countries applied for the first conference that took place from 15th till the 17th April 2015. 
The second conference, held on April 26th 2018, brought together 17 doctoral students from seven diffe-
rent countries. 

This edition brings sixteen reviewed conference papers from the 1st and 2nd International Doctoral 
Student Conference on Archaeology (IDCSA) organized by the Archaeological Institute of the Depar-
tment of Archaeology, Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Zagreb in 2015 and 2018. 
All papers are written in English and are organized according to the topic and area of research: Prehistoric, 
Classical, Roman Provincial, Roman Epigraphic and Numismatic and Medieval. 

In order to create a publication of high scientific quality, each of the conference paper was the subject 
of blind peer-review process by international reviewers who are experts in the field of a particular paper. 
We would like to thank the reviewers for their comments and remarks, as well as all the authors who 
contributed to this proceeding. The publication of the proceedings would not be possible without the 
financial support of the Croatian Ministry of Science and Education.

The Editors
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Palma Karković Takalić

original scientific paper

The Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna holds two bronze busts of Isis and Serapis from Salona made in the 
Hellenistic-Roman tradition. The exact context of their discovery remains unknown. However, the diadem of Isis 
depicts two serpents/cobras, which is a standard but rare motif worthy of re-examination. This paper aims to find 
analogies for this bust, as well as for the one of Serapis. In addition, for both statuettes, I will discuss the eventual 
competences of Isis and Serapis that can be recognized and determined, based on that specific iconography and its 
significance in the context of Isiac monuments from the Roman (Dalmatian) city of Salona.

Key words: bust of Isis, bust of Serapis, Isis, Serapis, Salona, iconography, Kunsthistorisches Museum

The Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna holds two bronze busts of Isis and Serapis that originate 
from Salona (Figs. 1–4). A private person from Solin donated the pieces to the Museum in the 1820s.1 
The statuettes were published in several papers mostly together with other Isiac monuments from Salona 
or from the Roman province of Dalmatia (Drexler 1900: 146–148; Hornbostel 1973: 280; Budischovsky 
1977: 194–198; Selem 1997: 70–72; Bugarski-Mesdjian 2007: 289 passim)2. Recently, Petar Selem and 
Inga Vilogorac Brčić have re-examined in basic terms their iconography and dating (Selem & Vilogorac 
Brčić 2012: 20–23)3. Their considerations represent the starting point for this research. As for the statu-
ette of Isis, which judging by the preserved parts has an unusual diadem, I will try to find analogies from 
other areas of the Empire. In addition, based on both material and literary sources, I will propose a recon-
struction of the missing parts of the diadem. For both statuettes, I will try to determine the sculptural and 
iconographic model, and eventually the competences of Isis and Serapis based on that specific iconogra-
phy. This approach lies on the opinion of some authors who believe that specific iconographic elements, 
attributes and/or motives, contribute to the recognition (and interpretation) of particular competences of 
Isiac deities (Malaise 1992: 331)4. I hope that considerations regarding formal, iconographic and stylistic 
characteristics of the statuettes will contribute to their chronology (dating) and generally to the knowl-
edge concerning the Isiac monuments (and the Isiac cults) in Salona.

SOME CONSIDERATIONS ON THE ICONOGRAPHIC...
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE BUSTS OF ISIS AND SERAPIS 
FROM SALONA

1 Bust of Isis, cat. no. ANSA VI 395; bust of Serapis, cat. no. ANSA VI 376, Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna. As 
a donator: Judge Jablan Maranbascha from Solin. 

 * I would like to thank Mag. Karoline Zhuber-Okrog, curator of the Antikensammlung, Ephesos Museum in the 
Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna for the information regarding the two busts and the possibility of seeing and 
examining the pieces.

2 For bibliography see: Selem & Vilogorac Brčić 2012: 20–22.
3 A catalogue analysis of the pieces forms part of the publication on monuments and inscriptions of oriental cults 

in Salona. Selem & Vilogorac Brčić 2012.
4 Although, in a recent publication, E. Murgia argues how difficult this approach has become when it comes to 

the representations of Serapis, whose competences are matching, overlapping with other divinities such as Zeus, 
Hades or Asklepios. Murgia 2010: 154–156. 
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The bust of Isis was cast in bronze measuring 12.1 cm in height and 9.5 cm in width (Fig. 1; 2). The 
goddess is depicted in a frontal position, with a slight tilt of the head to the left and upward, and conse-
quently, the right side of her chest is lowered. Her face is oval and slightly chubby in the lower part. Her 
eyelids are outlined; instead of the iris and pupils, there are two cavities. The root of the thin nose turns/
evolves into the line of the eyebrows, which descends toward the shutters, giving the face a sad expression. 
Her full lips are closed, the chin slightly prominent. The hair of the goddess is parted in the middle. The 
locks along the face are twisted in pairs: from outside to the inside and under the diadem. They are assem-
bled in a bun on the back of the head along with the headdress. The rest of her hair is falling in thick, drill-
formed locks on the neck and shoulders. The diadem is decorated on top with two snakes whose bodies 
bend and reach from the edge of the diadem to the center. Only the lower parts of the snakes are preserved 
so the original decoration of the headdress is unknown. The goddess wears a tunic and a mantle. One part 
of the mantle is decorated with fringes. It covers the right shoulder and with the parts of the mantle drawn 
underneath both armpits it forms a node on the chest. The mantle covers and falls down the left shoulder. 
The statuette is cut underneath the breasts in the form of an arch. On the inside, below the head, the stat-
uette is spherically shaped. 

The figure was identified as Isis because of the presence of her characteristic costume which includes 
the fringed, so-called “Isiac” mantle/scarf, and the diadem5. Selem and Vilogorac Brčić recognized some 
portrait characteristics in the way her face was depicted, considering it “an image of a real woman, marked 
with personal traits”. Accordingly, though with caution, they propose to date the bust in the later Imperial 

Figure 1. Bust of Isis, from Salona, Kunsthistorisches Mu-
seum, Vienna, inv. ANSA VI, 395 (photo P. Karković 
Takalić)

Figure 2. Bust of Isis, from Salona, Kunsthistorisches Mu-
seum, Vienna, inv. ANSA VI, 395 (photo P. Karković 
Takalić)

5 Selem & Vilogorac Brčić 2012: 20–21, with bibliography.
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period, possibly the 3rd century (Selem & Vilogorac Brčić 2012: 21). The authors do not give other specific 
references to the type and its dating, which is the primary purpose of this research.  

The bust of Serapis is also a full cast bronze, measuring 13.9 cm in height and 11.5 cm in width (Figs. 
3–4). The statuette was entirely preserved, although in modern times the head was cast with the rest of 
the body probably due to a fracture (the analysis of the piece made it possible for me to notice a crack that 
goes around the neck and can be seen under the chin and on the nape of the figure, as well as find traces of 
melting). Serapis is also shown frontally. Thick wavy fringes and locks frame the face. Five locks of fringes 
fall on the forehead while the other three are brought closer to the headdress, kalahos. On the back of the 
head, the hair is slicked and follows the shape of the skull to the neck, where it turns in thick wavy locks. 
The kalathos is basket-shaped, extending upward and outward. On the front, it depicts a stylized olive tree 
that splits into four sections with two branches and no leaves. On both sides of the olive tree there are two 
ears of wheat. The eyes are wide open and the eyebrows seem slightly lifted. The upper and lower eyelids 
are outlined; both eyes have holes instead of irises and pupils. The prominent cheekbones, sunken cheeks 
and a closed mouth give a serious, severe expression to the face. The edges of the upper lip turn into a curv-
ing moustache. The beard is made of thick locks. The figure wears a V-neck tunic; the mantle covers his left 
shoulder. The bust is cut below the chest. On the inside, it has an irregular concave shape. 

This bust is of lesser quality than the one of Isis. The absence of sharp lines and details, especially in 
the execution of the eyes, the upper lip and the locks on the forehead can be noticed. Selem and Vilogorac 
Brčić cite and comment previous authors about the bust of Serapis. They believe that the bust from Salona 
belongs to the type á franges, with a serious mild look, “…a solid example of art from the mature Imperial 
period.” (Selem & Vilogorac Brčić 2012: 23). These considerations represent the starting point for the 
reexamination of the piece.

Figure 3. Bust of Serapis, from Salona, Kunsthistorisches 
Museum, Vienna, inv. ANSA VI, 376 (photo P. Karković 
Takalić)

Figure 4. Bust of Serapis, from Salona, Kunsthistorisches 
Museum, Vienna, inv. ANSA VI, 376 (photo P. Karković 
Takalić)
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Considering that the place and the context of the busts’ discovery are unknown, their use and func-
tion have not been discussed in particular. There are no signs that the busts were used as appliqués which 
permit me to exclude their primarily decorative function. The statuettes came into the ownership of the 
Museum as a pair, donated by the same person. Also, judging by similar dimensions and the fact that they 
represent the divine couple of Isis and Serapis, it can be assumed that they originally also stood as a couple 
in a lalarium or a small shrine.6 

The bust of Isis

Other than the characteristic “Isiac” mantle with fringes, the bust of Isis from Salona displays an-
other typical, yet infrequent motif: the crown in the form of a diadem decorated with curved bodies of 
snakes. The serpent/cobra (Lat. uraeus) is one of the most popular motives in Egyptian mythology and 
iconography. It appears in the imagery of Isis in the Egyptian period, usually adorning the frontal part of 
the crown (whether it is the “original” crown of Isis in a shape of a stylized throne, the crown of Hathor 
or nemes) (Donadoni 1997: 32–36). During the Middle Kingdom, Isis was identified with the Egyptian 

cobra-goddess Renentet (Gr. Thermouthis), the pa-
tron of fertility related to the agriculture, depicted 
in the form of a cobra or a woman with a serpent’s 
tail (Fig. 5) (Bonnet 1952: 803–804; Deschenes 
1980: 363–370; Bresciani 1997: 37–41). This 
iconography of Thermouthis or Isis-Thermouthis 
remained in use in later times as well.

From the Hellenistic and Roman period, 
however, there are few examples of Isis depicted 
wearing a headdress decorated with snakes. Yet, 
from the description of the goddess in Apuleius’s 
Metamorphoses (170–180) it can be presumed 
that it was not uncommon. Apuleius’s protagonist 
Lucius has a vision of Isis described as follows: 
“Her head was crowned with a diadem variegated 
with many different flowers; in its centre, above 
her forehead, a disc like a mirror or rather an 
image of the moon shone with a white radiance. 
This was flanked on either side by a viper rising 
sinuously erect; and overall was a wreath of ears of 
corn.” (Apul. met. 11.3). He continues: “But what 
above all made me stare and stare again was her 
mantle. This was jet-black and shone with a dark 
resplendence; it passed right round her, under her 
right arm and up to her left shoulder, where it was 
bunched and hung down in a series of many folds 

6 There are some examples of small-scale bronze busts of Isis and Serapis which were found in temples or private 
shrines. For example: the bronze bust of Serapis from Isaeum in Piraeus, Bricault 2001: 5; the bronze bust from 
the Serapeion, Thasos, Bricault 2001: 34; busts of Isis and Serapis from Isaeum at Smyrna, Bricault 2001: 58; a bust 
of Isis and a head of Serapis from a small shrine in Nicea, Bitrakova Grozdanova 2015: 43–44, with bibliography.

Figure 5. Stela with the representation of Isis-Thermutis, from 
Medinet Madi (Egypt), Civiche Raccolte Archeologiche e Nu-
mismatiche, Milano [scan from E. A. Arslan (ed.) 1997, 77, 
II. 52]
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to the tasseled fringes of its gracefully waving hem… Quite different were the symbols that she held. In 
her right hand was a bronze sistrum… From her left hand hung a gold pitcher, the upper part of its handle 
in the form of a rampant asp with head held aloft and neck puffed out. Her ambrosial feet were shod with 
sandals woven from palm-leaves, the sign of victory.” (Apul. met. 11.3-4). 

Based on this detailed description it can be presumed that Apuleius was familiar with a similar rep-
resentation of the goddess. In the following lines of the text, Isis tells Lucius to attend a festival in her 
honor, a ceremony called Ploiaphesia (Gr.) or Isidis navigium (Lat.), when the beginning of the season of 
sailing was celebrated in ancient times (Tibiletti 1997: 658–659; Giunio 2012-2013, 421–440). Lucius’ 
participation in the ceremony would eventually also include his initiation into the cult. Some authors that 
comment on the work of Apuleius link Lucius’ vision of Isis with the ceremony of Ploiaphesia and the 
image of Isis Pelagia, the sovereign of the seas and patron of sailing (Griffiths 1975: 32, passim).7 However, 
considering the fact that the protagonist also becomes an initiate of the cult, a possibility that Isis “appears” 
also as a mystic/mystery goddess should not be excluded. 

It is generally accepted that images of Isis Pelagia are the ones of the goddess represented on the prow 
of the ship, in profile, with legs slightly bent and widespread. Her dresses flutter while she is holding a 
part of her mantle in front as the sail of the boat. Besides the mantle, she usually holds a sistrum and pres-
ents a complex headdress – basileion (Bruneau 1963: 436–446; Reeder Williams: 1985, 109–119; Malaise 
1997: 90–91; Bricault 2006: 43, passim). These representations are known from lamps, gems, reliefs and 
coins, and they are mostly attested in Greek and eastern Mediterranean ports (Isiac centres) such as Delos, 
Thasos, Alexandria, etc..8 Due to the small dimensions of these objects it is not possible to determine all 
elements that make up the headdress or if they depict the motif of two snakes. This iconographic type, Isis 
as Dame des flots9, is considered a well-known (and widespread) image of the goddess, but there are only 
a few examples of freestanding sculpture that could be identified as such (Bricault 2006: 80–86; 86–99). 
Therefore, it seems less probable that Apuleius had referred to a type of Pelagia statue represented “in mo-
tion”. Also, it is not certain whether he made reference to an image or a statue that originally stood in the 
place where the action (vision) is taking place - Corinth and its port Cenchreae, or at another location that 
he visited, where he lived, like Athens or Rome. The first possibility, however, seems most likely.

It is worth mentioning that some monetary emissions from Corinth, dating back to the period of 
Hadrian and Antoninus (AD 118-161, somewhat earlier than Apuleius’ text) which depict Isis standing 
frontally, with a basileion, “Isiac” mantle, sistrum and situla10. Laurent Bricault & Richard Veymiers dis-
cuss these emissions referring to Pausanias’ description of Isiac temples in Corinth and to the consider-
ations on Isiac iconography written by Vincent Tram tan Tinh (Bricault & Veymiers 2007: 404–405). 
Bricault & Veymiers connect cited monetary representations of the goddess with the temple located on 
the acropolis of Corinth which Pausanias defines as the one of Isis Aigyptia (Paus. II. 4).11 These depictions 

7 For commentary on the Apuleius text regarding „The Isis Book“ see also: Bohm 1978: 228–231; Takács 2008: 
73–87. Isis, as the sovereign of the seas and patron of sailing, is also described with the epithets Euploia or Pha-
ria, where Pharia refers to the Alexandrian lighthouse; Reeder Williams 1985: 111, nt. 20–21; Bricault 2006: 
101–112. The representations of Pharia should be similar to the ones of Pelagia on boat with addition of the 
Pharos lighthouse.

8 This type appeared for the first time in an emission from Antiochos IV (215-163 BC). It recurred (with slight 
variations) until Late Antiquity. Isis’ link with the sea is attested in written sources also from Ptolemaic to Late 
Roman times (various aretalogies, hymns etc.). Reeder Williams 1985: 110–111; Bricault 2006: 13, passim.

9 Reference is made on the title of L. Bricaults’ publication on Isis as the sovereign of the seas. Bricault 2006.
10 Bricault & Veymiers 2007: 393, n. 1; 396, n. 4.
11 The emissions with Isis Pelagia are related to the sanctuaries in the port and the second sanctuary on the acropo-

lis. Bricault & Veymiers 2007: 405.
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could be identified with Tran tam Tinh’s so-called 
“partially Hellenized” iconographic type, often 
wrongly defined as “canonical”, where “partial-
ly Hellenised” means something in between the 
traditional Egyptian, “hieratic” representation 
and more “dynamic” images of the goddess with 
the “variety” of attributes, typical for Hellenistic 
and Roman times.12 Pausanias also mentions a 
sanctuary of Isis in the port and another located 
on the Corinth acropolis dedicated to Isis Pelagia. 
Bricault and Veymiers link the representations of 
Pelagia known from later Corinth coinage, with 
these two shrines (Bricault & Veymiers 2007: 
405). If we consider that the image/the statue that 
Apuleius described had originally been located in 
Corinth it was probably the one of Isis Aigyptia. 

As for the “Egyptian” type, it should corre-
spond to another widespread, and for some “canon-
ic” image of the goddess standing frontally, with a 
basileion, “Isiac” mantle, or long robes, holding a 
sistrum in one raised hand, and situla in the other 
lowered one (Tran tam Tinh 1984: 1725–1726; 
1990: 791; Malaise 1992: 331, passim). Tran tam 
Tinh believes that this type appeared in the late 1st 
or the early 2nd century and for that reason couldn’t 
be identified as canonical.13 Its iconography, how-
ever, was probably “inspired” by a “previous” Egyp-
tian model. There are examples of similar statues 
of Isis with a crown decorated with snakes, like the 
statue of Isis from Egypt, presented in Ägyptisches 

Museum und Papyrussammlung in Berlin, from the period of the Principate (Fig. 6). A statue of Isis, from 
southern Italy, today in the British Museum in London, also presents a diadem decorated with a solar disc 
supported by two snakes. Above the disc, there are four ears of wheat. The figure wears an Ionic chiton, but 
there is no characteristic “Isiac” mantle. She holds a sistrum in her left hand. The statue dates back to the 
period between AD 120 and 150 (Merkelbach 1995: 569, Fig. 89). By the absence of the “Isiac” mantle and 
the presence of sistrum and basileion, the statue could be identified with Tran tam Tinh’s “third”, “Hellenised” 
iconographic type.14 A female statue from Passo Corese (Rieti, central Italy) has a diadem decorated in cen-
tre with a raised cobra-uraeus and other two snakes that emerge on both sides from the central one. Behind 
them three feathers arise. The figure also does not wear the typical garment, but based on the form of the 
diadem is interpreted as Isis. It dates back to the time of Hadrian (Ensoli 1997: 492, V. 153). 

Figure 6. Statue of Isis-Demeter, from Egypt, Staatliche Mu-
seen zu Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum und Papyrussammlung 
(photo Sandra Steiß) (https://www.facebook.com/neue-
smuseum/posts/herrin-der-jahreszeiten-mit-isis-demeter-fe-
iern-wir-heute-das-erntedankfest-die-/2273681112673349/ 
accessed on 12.5.2019.).

12 “Isis partiellement hellénisée”, Tran tam Tinh 1990: 791, passim.
13 Tran tam Tinh 1984: 1725–1726; Johannes Eingartner suggests an earlier appearance of this type, in the mid-1st 

century AD, Eingartner 1991: cat. n. 9.
14 “Isis totalement hellénisée”, Tran tam Tinh 1990: 792, passim. For the picture see the collection of the British 

Museum on-line: https://research.britishmuseum.org/research/collection_online/collection_object_details.
aspx?objectId=459787&partId=1 .
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There is also a group of small bronze busts of Isis that belong to different collections, but together 
share formal, iconographic and stylistic features as well as the diadem decorated with snakes (Bitrako-
va-Grozdanova 1978: Fig. 6; Karetsou et al. 2000: no. 500; Bricault & Podvin 2008: 7–21, Nos. 29 and 
30, Fig. 29 and 30)15 (Fig. 7–8). The centre of the diadem presents a motif of stylized cow horns with a 
sun disc in between, from which three ears of wheat arise. Rising snakes hold this “composition” on both 
sides. They date to the mid-1st century and probably originate from a common model of a great statue.16 
They can also be identified with the third iconographic type proposed by Tran tam Tinh. The resemblance 
with the bust from Salona can be seen in the presence of two snakes on the diadem, and the fact that they 
probably derive from a model of great sculpture in a standing frontal position. It can be presumed that a 
diadem decorated with serpents that hold a sun-disc between cow horns, surmounted by ears of corn, 
similar to the cited examples in sculpture and Apuleius’ description, could also be represented on the bust 
of Isis from Salona (Fig. 9). 

Figure 7. Bust of Isis, from Nicea, Bitola Museum, Bitola 
(Northern Macedonia) (museum’s photo documenta-
tion).

Figure 8. Bust of Isis, from Agia Galini shipwreck, 
Archaeological Museum of Rethymnon, Crete, inv. 
M 2419 (museum’s photo documentation).

15 “Isis totalement hellénisée”, Tran tam Tinh 1990: 792, passim. For the picture see the collection of the British 
Museum on-line

16 Unlike the statuette from Salona, these figures wear a short sleeved Ionic chiton (with buttons on the shoulders 
and upper-arms) and a “simple” mantle (they do not wear a fringed mantle gathered in a nod on the chest). Also, 
they wear a different coiffure. Frontal locks are divided in the middle but do not go under the diadem. They “sim-
ply” cover the ears and are gathered on the back of the head. 
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This typical headdress composed of several ele-
ments-motifs is usually defined as a basileion (Bricault 
2008: 17–18; Malaise 2009: 439–455; Veymiers 
2014: 195–236). The term basileion (Gr. βασίλειον, 
n. royal palaces, adj. royal) is attested in Plutarch’s 
De Iside et Osiride as a synonym for the royal diadem 
of Isis (Plutarcus, De Iside et Osiride 19). In modern 
literature, the term indicates a composite headdress 
of Isis or Egyptian, Ptolemaic (later also Roman) 
queens, composed of stylized cow horns and a solar 
disc surmounted by ears of corn or feathers. In some 
cases, like the ones previously cited, the “composi-
tion” is ornate with snakes, with other ears of wheat, 
or sometimes with a crescent moon. The Basileion 
also functions as a symbol, emblem (in the form of a 
single motif on coins or in jewelry). 

In a recently conducted study, R. Veymiers in-
vestigates different, mostly material sources, trying 
to define the development and the (changing) signif-
icance of the basileion (both as a headdress and as a 
symbol) (Veymiers 2014: 195–236). In the Egyptian 
period, the motif seems to be closely related to the 
notion of regality. The most ancient representations 
of composite crowns of Egyptian queens that resem-
ble the later Isiac basileion are composed of Hathor’s 
crown (made of cow horns and a solar disc) and the 

two-feather headdress (worn by Egyptian queens from the 13th dynasty onwards). They date in the period 
of Amenhotep III’s wife Tiy (18th dynasty). Their creation is closely related to the “Hathorisation” of the 
royal female members (Veymiers 2014: 196) as “mothers of gods”, pharaohs.

Based on numismatic evidence, the basileion, composed of Hathor’s crown and a two-feather crown, 
became the “Isiac” attribute only from the second decade of the 3rd century BC, after and due to the as-
similation of the Ptolemaic rulers with the divine couple of Isis and Serapis (Veymiers 2014: 201–203). 
Isis, the divine mother of Horus and Harpocrates, was already assimilated with Hathor, mother of divine 
Rê, in the period of the Middle Kingdom (Donadoni 1997)17. Through that assimilation, Isis had also 
“inherited” Hathor’s crown. Therefore, Veymiers considers the possibility that the basileion was originally 
not only a symbol of the female representatives of the ruling family, but also a symbol of “mothers of gods” 
(Veymiers 2014: 204) such as Isis or pharaonic queens.

In the period between the 2nd and 1st century BC the motif of the basileion spread and appeared on 
different types of monuments, in different contexts. For example, Seleucid monarchs used it to accentuate 
their link with the Lagid dynasty: emissions from Rhodes contain on the reverse a basileion which em-
phasizes probably both the link of the city authority with the Ptolemaic dynasty and the importance of 
the Isiac cults in that area (Veymiers 2014: 212). The Basileion also appeared as a motif on gems and jew-
elry. Here it most likely represented a simple “Egyptian” motif, and its “purpose” was purely ornamental. 
Therefore, in time, in a certain way it became more difficult to determine its precise significance: religious, 
ideological or purely ornamental. 

Figure 9. Bust of Isis, from Salona, sketch with proposed 
reconstruction of the headdress (P. Karković Takalić & L. 
Grubelić)

17 Some authors date this assimilation to the New Kingdom. Cfr. M. Münster in Veymiers 2014: 198, nt. 14.
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The iconography of the “basic” basileion composed of Hator’s crown and feathers also appears to have 
been modified from the Hellenistic period onwards. There are numerous examples in which instead of 
two feathers, ears of wheat grow out of the solar disc. The motif of wheat, in the representations of Isis and 
Serapis, is associated with the accentuation of their competences as patron-gods of fertility and wheat pro-
duction, closely related with the creation of new imagery, economy and political ideology of the emerging 
Ptolemaic dynasty (Fontana 2010: 9–31)18. It is not a coincidence that in this period Isis was assimilated 
with Demeter, the Greco-Hellenistic patron of fertility and agriculture. However, I believe that Isis wear-
ing a basileion decorated with ears of wheat is not necessarily Isis-Demeter. She is the patron goddess of 
agriculture and wheat production, whose competences of divine mother, prophet and mystery goddess 
are also similar to those of Demeter. The basileion was also the preferred attribute of Cleopatra VII, the Nea 
Isis and mother of Caesarion-Harpocrates (Veymiers 2014: 218–222). 

Veymiers believes that after the battle of Actium, the basileon developed into the symbol of Octavian’s 
victory over Egypt (Veymiers 2014: 222–226). In the post-Actium period, the basileion remained in use 
for some time as a symbol of royalty and queen-mothers in the Roman Orient, but from the 1st century, 
it seems to have become an almost exclusive attribute of Isis and a symbol of Isiac cults (Veymiers 2014: 
222–226). From the time of Trajan it re-emerged as a headdress of the female members of the royal family 
identified with Isis (Leclant 1997: 22–23). 

Based on these considerations, we can conclude that parts of the basileion may or may not have had 
symbolic meaning. It depends on the type of monuments and their context. For example, a basileion dec-
orated with the crescent moon appears mostly on emissions related to Cleopatra-Selene (Veymiers 2014: 
227). When it comes to representations of Isis, elements of the crown-basileion can possibly be interpreted 
in relation to her (numerous) divine competences. Therefore, a basileon, as has been demonstrated, with 
motives of cow horns and the solar disc connect Isis with motherhood and marriage (derived from Ha-
thor), while symbols of wheat are associated with fertility and wheat production (derived from Demeter). 
As it has also been demonstrated, the basileion sometimes depicts two snakes/cobras together with other 
motives. The motive of uraeus is generally thought to emphasize the solar aspects of this headdress (Mal-
aise 2009: 440–442; Veymiers 2014: 227). Selem believes that the snake motif derives from the “styliza-
tion” of cow horns, symbols of Hathor (Selem 1997: 71). However, we should also take into account that 
Isis takes the form of a cobra, assimilating with the Egyptian goddess Renentet from the Hellenistic peri-
od, known as Isis-Thermouthis, the goddess of fertility related to agriculture (Deschenes 1980: 363–370). 
In Greco-Roman culture and mythology, snakes are symbols of deities associated with medicine and heal-
ing, such as Hygeia, Minerva Medica19, and/or oracles, and mystery deities like Apollo, and Demeter20. Isis 
is also considered both a healing and mystery goddess (Malaise 1981: 483–498; Kákosy 1997: 148–150; 
Rosignoli 2002: 157–162; Takács 2008: 73–87). Therefore, the presence of cobras or snakes in the Isiac 
crown can be related to her patronage of fertility-agriculture, as well as her healing characteristics and 
association with mysteries. Consequently, the same characteristics and competences, indirectly, can be 
associated with the representation of Isis from Salona. 

In previous chapters we tried to find analogies and propose a reconstruction of the missing parts of the 
diadem that belong to Isis from Salona, and determine the possible significance of this motif and eventual 
competences of Isis that can be recognized based on that specific iconography. In addition, some consid-
erations regarding the chronology of the bust also need to be made, taking into account the unfamiliarity 
of the circumstances of the find and the difficulties that derive from this, especially in relation to the dating 

18 Based on a critical analysis of the vast bibliography on this topic, the author has re-examined information and 
considerations on this specific subject. 

19 On Hygeia: Croisant 1990: 554–572; on Minerva: Canciani 1984: 1074–1109.
20 On Apollo: Lambrinudakis 1984: 183–327.
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of antique bronzes. The dating of bronze statuettes, when there is no information on where they were 
found, and no possibility for an analysis of the metal, usually involves comparative formal, stylistic and 
iconographic analysis. This methodology is based on the presumption that Roman bronze statuettes are 
imitations of “official” monumental sculpture. However, as it has been frequently pointed out in scientific 
literature, this methodology also needs to take into account several factors such as: the artisan’s knowledge 
of the original (in relation to the number of copies of “known” sculptures that were circulating in the Em-
pire), the amount of production of the bronzes, the quality of materials (the massive use of moulds could 
lead to their damage and lesser quality of the reproductions) and the assumption that the “originals”, as 
well as their smaller-scale copies, could stay in use for several generations.21

The cited examples of bronze statuettes of Isis with a basileion decorated with snakes, as well as the 
cited monumental sculpture, date to the period between the middle of the 1st and the second half of the 
2nd century. It can be presumed that a “model”, an image, of Isis with that particular headdress was well-
known in that time period and it can be used as a starting point for the dating of the “model”, as well as the 
statuette from Salona itself. Previous authors, such as Selem and Vilogorac Brčić, propose to date the bust 
to the later Imperial period, possibly the 3rd century, a “period” and a production which takes into account 
Hellenistic models (Selem & Vilogorac Brčić 2012: 21). This chronology is based upon the remarks on 
the facial features “of a real female being, marked with personality”. I would like to add how the suspended 
arches of the eyebrows, the chubby cheeks and the prominent chin of the figure contribute to the idea that 
the face was less idealized and that originally it did not “belong” to a goddess but to an individual person 
(Fig. 1; 2). Depictions of the empress and of private individuals as Isis, started to appear during the reign 
of Trajan, and are particularly present in the Antonine and Severian periods (Grimm 1997: 130–131; Le-
clant 1997: 22–23). In addition to these theories and time-frame, we can interpret some other formal and 
stylistic characteristics of the bust. 

The hairstyle, based on the typology proposed by C. G. Schwentzel, is a mixture of the Greek coiffure 
and typical “locks of Isis” (bouchles d’Isis) in a form of a corkscrew that fall on the neck and shoulders 
(Schwentzel 2010: 21–33). In addition, the locks around the face are treated in a particular way: they are 
parted in the middle, twisted from outside to inside and under the diadem. Voluminous, plastic locks that 
surround the face of Salonitan Isis contrast with the smoothness of her face. In the publication on Roman 
sculpture from the province of Dalmatia, Nenad Cambi indicates this kind of contrast as typically Hadrianic 
and Antonine (Cambi 2005: 95–96). In several portraits of Sabina, the locks around her face, parted in the 
middle, go under the crown/diadem like the locks of Isis from Salona, and contrast the smoothness of the 
empress’ cheeks (Kleiner 1992: 241–242). Comparable hairstyle and clothing can also be seen on a small 
bronze bust of Isis, today in the Mount Holyoke College Art Museum, from the Hadrianic period (Fig. 
10).22 In the Roman province of Dalmatia, a similar hairstyle can be identified on a limestone head of Cy-
bele found in Scardona which dates back to the time of Antoninus (Glavičić & Miletić 2011: 128–133). The 
facial features and hairstyle of the statuette from Salona are also comparable to the bust of Isis from Cyre-
naica, today in the British Museum in London (Huskinson 1975: 23–24, no. 44, 46, Pl. 19, no. 44, 46).23 
Voluminous locks placed around the goddess face curl under her diadem, while other drill-formed locks 
fall on her shoulders. The face of the goddess is also less idealized. She is wearing the “Isiac” mantle similar 
to the figure from Salona. The bust dates to the period of the Antonines (Huskinson 1975: 24). Based on 
this overview, we can assume that the statuette from Salona derives from a model of monumental sculpture 
from the Hadrianic or Antonine period and dates most likely to the period after the mid-2nd century.

21 On problems regarding the dating of small bronzes see Murgia 2010: 173–174. 
22 https://www.mtholyoke.edu/artmuseum/object/bust-isis (21.11.2015.)
23 For the picture see the collection of the British Museum on-line: https://research.britishmuseum.org/research/

collection_online/collection_object_details.aspx?objectId=459966&partId=1. 
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The bust of Serapis

The competences of Isis which can be recog-
nized based on the analysis of the presupposed 
parts of her diadem-basileion, are actually similar 
to the ones that derive from the image of the Sa-
lonitan bust of Serapis and could speak in favor 
of the hypothesis that they originally stood, or 
were in someone’s possession, as a couple. The 
bust of Serapis presents a characteristic head-
dress-kalathos/calathus – an attribute that derives 
from a basket used for the storage of fruits, flow-
ers, grains, a symbol of the harvest and fertility in 
general, associated with gods-patrons of fecundity 
and abundance (Murgia 2010: 143) (Figs. 3–4). 
Serapis can also be depicted with other types of 
headdresses, like the modius or polos, which attri-
bute to the figure a slightly different significance 
(modius is a recipient, a unit for merchant grain, 
while polos, the cylindrically shaped crown, has an 
exclusively decorative function) (Murgia 2010: 
143). The presence of the kalathos, decorated with 
an olive branch and ears of corn on the statuette 
from Salona, should emphasize Serapis’ role as the 
patron of fertility and abundance and/or the pa-
tron of wheat and cereal production. 

The introduction of Serapis, the divine con-
sort of Isis, is also closely related to the arrival and 
legitimization of the Ptolemaic dynasty. In a re-
cent publication, F. Fontana, concisely defines the 
essence of the new god: “The beneficial god, heal-
er and «saviour», with strong connotations of the 
underground...his image is, actually, the one of Zeus Olympios, of Hades, and, in particular, of the med-
ic-god Asklepios, with whom he shares, on the one hand, royal and underworld aspects, and on the other, 
the role of the chiromancer... his characteristics are similar, though minor, with the features and functions 
assumed by the Hellenistic Isis.” (Fontana 2010: 13)24. Isis and Serapis became a symbol of royal power, 
as well as a symbol of abundance brought by the production and distribution of wheat (Fontana 2010: 9). 

These considerations support the idea that the worship of a particular cult or some of its aspects are 
often associated with the economic activities of a single worshipper or a group, which, as demonstrated, 
was particularly attested in the case of the Isiac cults. Based on that presumption, some aspects of the econ-
omy of Salona can be deciphered, especially in relation to wheat production and sea trade. In the period 
between the 2nd and 3rd century, the capital city and the main port of Dalmatia developed different eco-

24 “Dio beneficio, guaritore e «salvatore», con forti connotazioni infere…la sua immagine è, infatti, quella dello 
Zeus Olympios, di Hades e, soprattutto, del dio medico Asklepios, con i quali condivide, da un lato, il ruolo regale 
e infero, dall’altro, quello iatromantico…le sue caratteristiche sono simili, anche se inferiori, alle qualità e alle 
funzioni assunte da Iside ellenistica”, translation from Italian P. Karković Takalić.

Figure 10. Bust of Isis, 2nd century (Hadrianic period, 117-
138 AD), Roman, Hollow-cast bronze, Purchase with the 
Nancy Everett Dwight Fund and the Psi Omega Society Fund 
in honour of Mary Gilmore Williams (Class of 1885), Mount 
Holyoke College Art Museum, South Hadley, Massachusetts, 
Photograph Petegorsky / Gipe, 1965.10.C.G. 
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nomic sectors. A number of inscriptions from the territory of Salona confirm the presence of associations 
gathered around specific occupations, such as the production of wine, woodworking and wood trade, ma-
sonry, sea trade and so on25. However, it is assumed that the economy of the city was mainly based on 
agriculture. In the vast Ager salonitanus, today’s Field of Split and Kaštela, mostly Mediterranean cultures 
were grown26. It is not certain whether the local production of wheat was sufficient enough or whether it 
was necessary to import cereals. Archaeological finds could verify these questions: the structures found 
in the southern area of the Urbs vetus forum, near the city harbour, were identified by some scholars as 
horrea ( Jeličić-Radonić & Sedlar 2009: 8, note 2; 19). However, without a precise reference it is difficult 
to link Salonitan worshippers of Isiac cults with these activities. There is a famous monument from Pes-
cara (ancient Aternus) which tells of a Salonitan ship-owner L. Cassius Hermodorus, who was a member 
of the collegium of Serapis in Salona.27 Due to the occupation of Hermodorus, who is cited as nauclerus, it is 
believed that the collegium probably attracted ship-owners or men generally dedicated to seafaring (Selem 
& Vilogorac Brčić 2012: 11–12), which coincides with the aspects of Serapis as the divine male sovereign 
of the sea, consort of Dame des flots. The type of trade they were engaged in remains difficult to define, so 
the specific reference to cereal trade remains only a hypothesis. This inscription dates back to the period 
between the 1st and 2nd century. 

Other finds related to the Isiac cults from Salona also do not provide enough specific information. The 
content of the inscription engraved on the lid of the sarcophagus of Aurelius Satrius and Aurelia Maxima, 
found in the broader area of the south-eastern necropolis of Salona, speaks in favor of their affiliation to 
the mysteries of the cult.28 The monument dates to the beginning of the 4th century. There was also a statue, 
known from the description of an erudite, most probably a simulacrum representing Isis Lactans, which is 
today unfortunately lost.29 Also, a vast number of bronze statuettes, amulets and gems that present tradi-
tional Egyptian motifs confirm the popularity and diffusion of Egyptian imagery, culture and mythology 
among the inhabitants of the Dalmatian metropolis.30 The context of where these objects come from is 
mostly unknown so they cannot provide information on specific aspects of worship of Isiac cults in Salo-
na. However, the presence of an association that assembled ship-owners under the protection of Serapis, 
together with the fact that the economy of the city was closely related to its port, could suggest that in the 
period between the 1st and 2nd century the worship of Isiac cults in Salona was oriented to “their” sovereign 
of the sea. 

In this context some conclusions about the iconography and chronology of the Salonitan bust of 
Serapis can also be drawn. The presence of the fringe suggests the bust belongs to the type defined by 
Wilhelm Hornbostel as Fransentypus (Hornbostel 1973: 207–295). From the position of his shoulders 

25 Negotiator vinarius (CIL III, 2131); negotians materiarius (CIL III, 12924); negotiator lanarius (AE 1925, 60); 
negotiator cretarius (AE 1992, 1374); collegium dendrophorum (CIL III, 8823).

26 On Ager salonitanus: Suić 1955: 17–20.
27 The monument, CIL IX, 3337 was actually from Pinna, today Penne near Pescara. L(ucio) Cassio Hermo/doro 

nauclero / qui erat in colleg(io) / Serapis Salon(itano) Per// freta, per maria tra/iectus saepe per und(as) / qui non 
debuerat / obitus remanere / in Aetern(o) set / mecum // coniunx si vivere / nolueras, at Styga / perpetua val rate / 
funerea utinam / tecu(m) comitata // fuisse(m) / Ulpia Candi/da domu Salon(itana) con(iugi) / b(ene) m(erenti) 
p(osuit). Restitution of the text by Selem & Vilogorac Brčić 2012: 11–12.

28 CIL III, 8921. Cambi 1971: 88, interprets the text as follows: D(is) M(anibus) / Aur(elio) Satrio / qui vixit a/
nn(is) VIII m(ensibus) IIII / et Aur(eliae) Max/imae quae vi // xit ann(os) VI m(enses) III fili(i)s piisimis Aur(elius) 
Flav(u)s et Cer(e)s par(entes) et Is(idis) Vic(tricis) Ur(aniae?) et Sa(rapidis) Con(servatoris) alum(n)is s(u)is P(ub-
lius) Hipetius et [──].

29 Selem & Vilogorac Brčić 2012: 17–20.
30 Selem & Vilogorac Brčić 2012: 23–59.
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and upper-arms it can be assumed that the model 
(original great sculpture) had its left upper-arm 
raised horizontally, probably holding or leaning 
on a sceptre, whereas the right arm was held at 
the side. Although it is difficult to be certain, the 
horizontal position of the left upper-arm tells us 
that the figure was originally in a sitting position.31 
This type, according to some authors can be relat-
ed to the Bryax’s “canonical” (Alexandrian) model 
made by Bryaxis, a representation of mature male 
divinity seated on a throne, with curly hair and a 
beard, a kalathos on the head, wearing a long tunic 
and a mantle, with one hand placed on Cerberus 
and the other holding a scepter.32 According to 
other opinions this type appears only in Roman 
times, in particular from the Hadrianic period 
onwards.33 When comparing the hair and the 
facial features of the two busts from Salona, it is 
noticeable that Serapis’ face lacks the smoothness 
and openness visible on the bust of Isis (and its 
contrast with the voluminous locks). Fizzy locks 
of hair and beard enclose the face of the Alexandri-
an god. Prominent cheekbones and sunken cheeks 
contribute to the impression of severity, far from idealistic features, and could suggest a somewhat later 
date of production for this bust (or rather its model). A similar treatment of facial features and hair can 
be observed in portraits of emperors and private persons from the second half of the 2nd and the first half 
of the 3rd century (Kleiner 1992: 317–397). These elements, especially facial features such as prominent 
cheekbones and sunken cheeks, should, however, be taken with caution, considering the fact that they are 
one of the characteristics of Serapis’ imagery. The “gloomy” impression connects him to his domain in the 
underworld and associates him with divinities such as Hades and Pluto34.  

As for the analogies, von Sacken compares it with the statue of Serapis from Paramythia (now in the 
British Museum in London) (von Sacken 1871: 90). I disagree with this comparison because of a lack of 
fringe.35 Selem and Vilogorac Brčić refer to the bronze bust of Serapis from Augsburg (Selem & Vilogo-

Figure 11. Bust of Serapis, from Nicea, Bitola Museum, Bitola 
(Northern Macedonia) (museum’s photo documentation).

31 Representations of Serapis holding a sceptre in a highly raised left arm. See statue of Serapis from Gortyne, Crete 
(Tran tam Tinh 1983: Cat. I A, 4 fig. 4, 5) or statue from Leptis Magna (Tran tam Tinh 1983: Cat. I A, 5 fig. 6).

32 Opinions of authors such as W. Amelung, R. Hornbostel, V. Tran tam Tinh, A. Arena. For the debate related to 
the “cannonic” representation of Serapis see publications of Clerc & Leclant 1994: 689–692; Fontana 2010: 
12–13, nt. 18; Murgia 2010: 153–156, nt. 73–74; with bibliography.

33 Authors such as L. Castiglione suggest that the “cannonic” type presents Alexandrian god in standing position with 
mantle that covers lower part of his body and partially the torso which remains semi-nude; on the head he initially 
wears Egyptian headdress atef which is subsequently replaced by kalathos and typical Hellenistic hairstyle anastole. 
These representations appear already in the Hellenistic period. Castiglione 1978: 208, passim. See also nt. 32.

34 On the raffigurations of Hades/Pluto see Lindner 1988: 399–406.
35 For the picture see the collection of the British Museum on-line: https://research.britishmuseum.org/resear-

ch/collection_online/collection_object_details.aspx?objectId=466239&page=1&partId=1&searchText=pto-
lemy+II+statue. 
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rac Brčić 2012: 22). Also, because of the presence of a kalathos and longue robes, the form of the fringe, 
hair and beard locks, as well as his facial features, Serapis from Salona resembles a bust from Staatliche 
Kunstsammlungen in Kassel dated to the period of the Severan dynasty (Hornbostel 1973: 282, nt. 2; Fig. 
301, Tab. CLXXV) (Fig. 11). 

Conclusion

Based on the examined analogies, the bust of Isis from Salona was probably depicted with a composite 
headdress, a basileion with two serpents holding the central motif of a sun-disc placed between cow horns 
surmounted by ears of corn (Fig. 9). This iconography could be linked to Isis being the goddess of fertility 
and possibly her association with healing and mysteries. The formal and stylistic characteristics of the bust 
point to it being made somewhere after the mid-2nd century. 

The bust of Serapis could be somewhat younger. Based on the stylistic and iconographic features it 
probably dates from the period between the late 2nd and early 3rd century. The presence of a kalathos sug-
gests that, similar to Isis, he was depicted as the patron of fertility and abundance. Is it possible that orig-
inally they stood as a couple, maybe in a private lalarium or in a shrine? Since the exact context of the 
discovery of the two pieces remains unknown, it is difficult to determine anything more. 

The busts were probably imported, along with other bronzes and small-scale objects related to Isiac or 
Egyptian symbols found in Salona. Workshops for the production of bronzes have not been confirmed on 
the territory of the Roman province of Dalmatia. One probable reason is the lack of metals that were used 
in making bronze statues (Cambi 2002: 115–116). 

Other monuments related to Isiac cults from Salona are few so the “character” of the Isiac community 
can only be presumed. Based on the inscription from Aternus, a collegium dedicated to the figure of Serapis 
existed in Salona in the period between the 1st and 2nd century. Due to the occupation of the mentioned 
member, as well as the fact that Serapis was regarded as the sovereign of seas, the collegium was probably 
an association of ship-owners or seafarers. The monument erected by two “Isiac” disciples Aurelius Satrius 
and Aurelia Maxima, dates to the 4th century and confirms the existence and diffusion of other reserved 
Isiac communities, probably gathered around cult mysteries. 

The presence of the two busts of Isis and Serapis, which date from the period between the mid-2nd and 
3rd century, confirms the popularity and dissemination of Isiac cults and Egyptian themes/motives in the 
Dalmatian capital of Salona.
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List of abbreviations

AE Anneé épigraphique, Paris.

CIL Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum, Berlin.
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